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Al ke, Acting Director~ OPE 

OPE OHMEHTS ON NRC PROGRAMS FOR EMERGENCY RESPONSE 
AND HUHAf~ FACTORS IN LIGHT OF THI ACCIDENT 

Earlier this week you asked us for our ideas on what else might need to be done 
in addition to what the staff is now doing in two areas, i.e., emergency 
planning and reactor operator licensing and training, in which the THI accident 
has raised significant questions about NRC policies. 

~e have reviewed staff reports and memoranda and Commission directives to the 
staff and discussed the two areas with your offices and with the staff.* The 
results of our efforts -- a "first cut" in view of the time constraints -- are 
enclosed in two short reports (Enclosures 1 and 2}. You will note that the 
scope of the reactor operator licensing and training report has been expanded 
to include human factors in general in nuclear power plants. Although the 
reactor operator occupies a "front seat" as far as safety is concerned, 
rr~intenance and management personnel can be of comparable importance to safe 
operation. 

Common to both of the areas we have examined -- and involved in other areas, e.g.,, 
review and evaluation of operating experience -- is the question how NRC staff 
should be organized to better integrate the related functions of the program 
offices. You may wish to consider establishing a few standing advisory committees 
of senior technical people to deal with cross-cutting issues. I believe some such 
organizational arrangement should be considered to deal with the emergency 
planning and preparedness program where several offices (llRR, lE, SO, SP) are 
involved and better integration is necessary. Each member of a standing • 
committee would be selected, not only on the basis of professional compet£nce 
!nd experience (as well as association in a program office with work related to 

• ~~e have just received from Roger Mattson a summary of the NRR activities on 
reactor operator licensing and tra ining (Enclosure 3). 
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the standing committee's purview},but also on the basis of ability to 
contribute to an integrated approach. 

In each of the reports our perception of Commission policy objectives in the 
light of the THI accident is stated and the ongoing staff activities examined; 
finally, based on our assessment of how well the Commission objectives are 
being met by the staff activities, we have identified important relevant 
issues and programs that may not be receiving the attention or priority they 
deserve. This sequence of analysis should p~ovide a more integrated context 
for your further consideration of where we may go from here. We are 
continuing our efforts in examining these areas and if you have comments on 
what we have done so far or additional aspects you w1sh us to examine, please 
let me know. 

Enclosures: 
As Stated 
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OPE COMMENTARY ON NRC PROGRAM FOR 

EMERGENCY PLANNING AND PREPAREDNESS 

ENCLOSURE 1 

I. Policy Assumptions 

o NRC's activities in emergency planning will be upgraded, in terms of the 
Commission and staff's perceptions of the relative priority and importance 
of emergency planning and preparedness 1n light of the THI experience, and 
the resources which HRC commits to this area. 

o A clearly defined organizAtional focus and structure will be developed 
within NRC which will highlight emergency planning as a significant staff 
activity and develop lJn integrated staff approach to the complex .of related 
problems in this area. 

o The Commission will establish a clearer understanding than now exists of 
federal, state, local and private sector responsibilities in emergency 
planning and preparedness, and improved modes of interaction among the 
several levels of government, the licensee, and the affected public. 

o Improve~ procedures will be developed for monitoring and collecting data on 
radiological releases • for coordinating such efforts and conmunicating with 
all interested public agencies (at each governmental level), the licensee 
and the public. 

o NRC's basic guidance documents in emergency planning and related programs 
including 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E; Regulatory Guide 1.101; guide and 
checklist for state and local governments (NUREG-75/111) will be reviewed 
and reassessed. 

o The adequacy of concurred-in state emergency plans will be evaluated. 

o The Commission will take timely action on the recommendations of the GAO 
report and the I~RC/EPA task force study (NUREG-0396). 

o The emergency planning and preparedness implications of NRC's siting policy 
will be reviewed and reassessed. 

II. Onooing Staff Actions 

o Response to GAO report on radiological emergencies. SP has drafted a resoonse, 
circulated it for comments, and is preparing a paper for Commission action. 
EOO due date ~May 4. The Commission response is due to Congress May 30. 

Staff should be asked to forward the draft response to the Commission. with 
dis~ents attached. for i~ediote reyiew as Commission policy. 
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.o Reoulatory aporoaches. In a draft response to question 54 to the staff of 
the Senate Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation (5-4-79), NRC staff has 
promised to re-examine the need to incorporate in the regulations more 
specific requirements for licensee capabilities in an emergency situation, 
including: accident assessment with onsite -instrumentation; communications 
requirements; offsite monitoring; and coordination with other Federal agencies. 

o NRC emergency olannfng auidance for state and local aovernments (NUREG-75/111). 

SP expects to complete review and updating by December 1979. 

o NRC-state relations: 

Eighteen letters have been sent to the Governors of each state with a 
nuclear power plant in operation (and to states contiguous to those 
with operating reactors) where NRC has not concurred in the states' 
emergency plans. 

Federal Interagency Regional Advisory Committees have begun reviews of 
the Vermont and Pennsylvania state plans (reported in SP Weekly Report, 
April 27). 

o Additional Personnel . The EDO has assigned SP two additional person to work 
on emergency planning and has authorized six temporary positions at the 
Regional Office level to expedite review and approval of state emergency 
plans . 

o Communications : 

NRC (IE) has requested licensees to notify NRC regional offices wi thin 
an hour in the event of an uncontrolled transient and to maintain a 
continuous communications channel with NRC. 

Staff has promised a response on means for expanding communications 
with states by July 1, 1979. 

IE staff is presently working with AT&T to develop two telephone . 
systems to connect each site with the NRC Operations Center and regional 
offices. The two systems would include: an operations line in each 
control ro~~ and a system for health physics communication. 

In view of the slow oace of installation of telephone eouioment the 
Chairman mav wish to consider callino AT&T for assistance in 
acco~o li shina this . 
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o Imoroved Caoabilities of State and local Emeraency Resoonse Efforts 

SP has drafted a report, "Beyond Defense in Depth: Cost and Funding 
of State and local Government Radiological Emergency Response Plans 
and Preparedness in Support of Commercial Nuclear Power Stations•. 
NUREG-0553. ~~rch 30, 1979, and has circulated it for staff comments. 
OPE has commented extensively on the report and has suggested revisions 
to improve the study. 

III. Sfgnfficant Outstanding Issues 

Institutional Issues: 

• Coordination of e~ergency response activities at federal level. Pertinent 
isst•es to tse addressed include: 

-- Clarification of I~RC's emergency response authority and responsibility for 
executing evacuation plans; 

-- NRC's relationship to other federal agencies with e~ergency response respon
sibilities, including FEHA and tRAP; 

-- Review and possi6Je upgrading of tRAP res~onsibilities. 

• Clearly defined organizational focus ~tithin IH~C. A mechanism is needed to 
provide emergency planning and preparedness activities with the attention 
it \'ta rrants, to deve 1 op an integra ted staff ,approacl) to the rna n,y related 
issues, to develop and monitor contracts with outside consultants, as appro
priate, and to coordinate relations "lith federal, state and regional offices. 

Alternative options for achieving such a coordinating mechanism include: 

Formation of a task force composed of representatives of the affected 
staff offices, perhaps to report directly to EOO; 

Formation of a lead office witfi strengthened resources and staff to report 
~o EOO or to the Commission; 

' •- Formation of a group composed of non-NRC persons as well as staff; 

• Co~~ission structure for providing leadship during an emergency. This might 
include con~ideration of: 

Appropriateness of collegial structure for responding to e~ergencies; 

Oesira~ility of le;isletive changes . 



• Clear defi~ition of roles and responsibilities of NRC and state and local 
governments in radiological emergency response planning. Relevant issues 
to consider include: 

Verification of capebilities of state and local governments to i~plement 
effectively their emergency plans, including the holding of drills and 
test exercises at the respective sites; · 

-- Desirability of legislative authorization for ens.uri ng state and local 
conformance to federal standards of emergency planning; 

-- Desirability of provision of funds to states and local governments to 
prepare and maintain their -radiological emergency response plans. 

• NRC relations to applicant. Pertinent questions include: 

Should provision be made for a· federal takeover of plant operations in 
similar circumstances to nti? 

-- Is NRC's existing authority adequate to require the licensee to follow 
a particular course of action in the event of an emergency? 

-- Sho~ld NRC require licensee to provide adequate staffing during an 
emergency from outside sources (e.g. universities, utilities, consul
tants)? 

P.eoulatory Issues: 

• l-!onitoring, with attention to the following issues: 

-- Clarification of responsibilities amons federal agencies and applicant 
in collecting, recording and reporting on radiation data on a continuing 
basis in uniform ways. (Although IH~C has authority, according to ELO, 
to engage in environmental monitoring to protect health and safety and to 
enforce its own regulat io.>ns, the White House has. assigned 'T'esponsibil ity to EPA 
for coordina~ing and collecting the data for nti.) 

-- Purpose of envi~on~e~~al P~nitoring, fnclu~ing ~ clear notion of what is 
to be monitored; 

-- Who is to perform the monitoring? What are respective roles of NRC, FEMA, 
EPA, IRAP, DOE? .• 

Is state involvement appropriate? 

Are federal-federal and/or federal-state interagency agreements desirable? 
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Is better DDnitoring equipment needed to ~etsure intermediate radiological 
releases? 

Are additional resources and time needed to equip each NRC regional office 
with mobile radiation monitoring units (memQ from Commissioner Kennedy 
4/20/79)? 

·- Are improvements needed in NRC's or applicant's capabilities for monitoring 
accidental releases offslte, and notifying affected state and local officials? 

Should identification be made of plants which need to upgrade their monitoring 
systems for intermediate level releases (promised ~o Moffett Subcommittee, 
5/14/79}? ~ 

• Co~unications. with attention to the following issues: 

Iden~ification of respective responsibilities of NRC. related federal 
agencies, the affected state or states, and the applicant, in the event of 
an accident; 

Actions to i~rove communication capabilities between licensees and NRC 
regarding unusual events at operating nuclear facilities. Commissioner 
Kennedy has requested a plan of action within 10 days (from :·!ay 4}. 

Actions needed to improve communications among NRC personnel at site; 
between ~RC and DOE; ~mong NRC and federal. state, and local authorities; 
among the Co~ission. the site and the Incident Response Center; and 
between the ~ffected site and regional headquarters, in the case of 
unusual events. Co~issioner Kennecy requested a report on short term 
action (4/23/79). 

Review of inforr..ation to public concernin9 adequate levels of protection. · 
status reports ~nd evacuation procedures in the event of an emergency. 
(ihis was promised to Moffett Subcommittee 5/14/79.) 

Should establishment of emergency regional response capability be required 
~s a condition of licensing? 

Should applic~nt be requi red to ma he appropriate communication arrangements 
~ith state and local officials for desig,ated distances around site? 

Should a single ~fficial spokesman be design~ted to provide definitive infor
ma:ion to the affected ~ublic concerning the emergency and provide status 
reports? 

e ::::if'ication- F.eview cf present require::~en:s for r•~c ~nd state ~nd local 
a~:horities includfng ~~tention to such issues as : 

?lace~en: of offsite detectors with re~~outs in local Civil Defense (CO) 
offi ces and Sta:e Health De?art~ents; and 

:s:~blish~ent of ~etec~oio;ical data and rea:~~t Cc?!bility in local 
~: off~~es. S:ate P.eal:h Depart~e~ts and off-~ite con:rol center. 
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• r-eassessment of regulatory requirements. with particular attention to the 
following: . 

Title 10 CFR. Part 50, Appendix E. •Emergency Plans for Production and 
Utilizi~tion Facilities•: 

N~C Regulator,y Guide 1.101, •Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants•i 

If G"O recommendations should be adopted, further changes should be under
taken. 

• Adeouacy of concurred - in state emerger.cy response plans with attention to 
the following i~sues: 

Should concurred in plans be site-specific. perhaps with a separate 
attachment for each facility? 

Shoul~ affected local governmen!s be more heavily involved in the formu
lation and impl ementati.on of stat! plans? 

Should NRC require states and licensees to designate a lead agency in 
cases of emergencies? 

Should state plans contain clearly articulated goals with respect to the 
level~ of protection to be achieved within different lones within specified 
time periods? 

Revision of state plans to include recorr~2ndations of NRC/EPA task force 
report. 

ll.B. ?.epreser.tative P.offett stated at the House Subcommittee hc~ring that he 
has requested a GAO inquiry into the ac~quacy of states' emergency plans. 

• ?.!assessment of N?.C's sitino policy with particular reference to: 

The siting of reactors in heavily populated areas; 

The size of LPZ's; 

Evacuation and justification of siting criteria; 

ConsHeration c ~Class 9 accidents in the licensing process • 

. · 

.· 
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OPE COMMENTARY ON NRC PROGRAM FOR 
COMSIDERING HUMAN FACTORS, I~ LIGHT OF THE THI ACCIDENT 

I. Policy Assumptions 

o Organizational arrangements ~ill be implemented to provide a focal point 
and resources necessary for expeditious NRC-wide examination of human 
factors and their impact on safety in order to improve assurance that 
plant personnel will function decisively and effectively in transient 
and accident mitigation. 

o The number and qualification of station control and critical maintenance 
personnel will be augmented to assure that operators' attention to the 
NHSS and safety-relJted systems is unimpaired. 

o Training needs for station control and critical maintenance personnel 
will be clarified and, where necessary, upgraded. 

o Eligibility and requalification programs for the licensing of operators 
particularly PWR operators -- will be re·examined in terms of both short 
and long-term needs. · 

o The quality of operating procedures -- together with assurances that they 
are carried out properly -- will be upgraded. 

o Requirements for control room equipment configurations will be upgraded to 
reduce potential operator error through efficient man-machine interfaces . 

o The capability for direct communication ~f appropriate control room 
i nformation to the HRC incident response center in th2 event of an accident 
wi l l be provided. 

JI . Onooi ng Staff Acti ons 

o Staff is responding to Commission request of Aoril 30 for information 
concerni ng the qualificationof reactor operators. Of 7 tasks, 2 have been 
completed {superintendents and legal / labor/management aspects), three are 
now expected May 25 (simulators, nuclear Navy operators and statistical 
profi le of operati ng experience education and salary), two are now due 
June 1 {requal ification results), and one is scheduled for June 15 
(li censee training and testi ng) . 

o In the staff report on the generic assessment of feedwater transients in 
B&W PWR ' s (NUREG·0560) dated May 1979, a 9-page section on operator 
t rai ning and actions provides a synopsis of relevant fol low·up staff 
actions and recommendations. 
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o Draft GAO letter reoort to Senator Schweiker -- NRC staff comments were 
provided orally to G~ staff on May 14. 1979. The letter report includes 
an extensive series of questions on human/operator error and NP.C 
requir~nts and practices. 

o lee Gossick's memo of May 16, 1979 to Harold Denton on-evaluating the 
operator licensing program in light of TMI and the above GAO letter 
report -- for both the near-term and a long~r term. 

We believe today's memorandum from Roger Mattson to OPE (Enclosure 3) best 
summarizes all ongoing staff action relevant to operator licensing and 
training in general, and to the above four documents, in particular. 

II. Significant Outstanding Issues 

o In calling for a complete re-evaluation of NRC's program for licensing 
nuclear power plant operators. the GAO letter report has raised an extensive 
series of specific questions. The report states that HR: and the recently 
appointed Presidential Commission should give attention to those questions. 
However, GAO does caution that any emphasis on human error should not 
eclipse the potential for design and other generic weaknesses. (Note 
that GAO considered human/operator error at both TMl and other nuclear 
power plants.) 

o As reflected by Roger Mattson's memorandum of May 1.8. a large fraction of 
relevant NRC staff has been busy responding to Co~ission instructions. 
GAO inquiries, and EDO initiatives concerning human factors -- to the 
extent that NRR's Operator licensing Branch had to suspend operator 
license examinations on April 9. Significant activities described by 
Mattson appear to cover-- to s~~e level of specifici ty- · all issues that 
have so far surfaced in this area . NRC now appears to be at a point in a 
develo~ent process, where most decisions must await more comprehensive 
formation that i s being gathered an.d disse~inated by the staff -- internally 
and from other organizations . · 

o Kany potential uograde areas. e.g .• simulator training and operator 
qualification and requalification, should be closely supported by available 
help from other agencies with relevant expertise, e.g • • t~A and 
the Navy. 

o Upgrades for training should include periodic simulator training under bo~h 
normal and abnormal conditions -- after first determining both the function 
of such training and identifying appropriate types of simulators. Other 
mechanisms e.g •• periodic drills with initiating transients during normal 
shutdowns. should also be explored . Along this line, alternative NRC require
ments might be proposed for licensee preventive maintenance oro9rams for 
safety-related eouioment. · - · 

o UP~rades for operat ing procedures should include a comolete safety check 
list process to assure their actual achi eve~ent . 

o U~Qrades for hardware should include on- line diagnostic c~ pabil iti es, e.g., 
standardized control panel layouts and e~re reliable instr~er.tation for 
cara~eters critical to operator performance . 
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OPERATOR LICENSING AND TRAINING ACTIONS FOLLOWING 
THE TMI-2 ACCIDENT 

This memo provides a status report on current NRR activities relating to 
operator licensing and training subsequent to the TMI-2 accident. 

For the'last few weeks the NRR Operator Licensing Branch personnel have 
been heavily involved in direct support of NRR activities at TMI-2. in 
the IE team that visited each Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering 
plantsto discuss the IE bulletins with licensed personnel. in the bulletin 
response review team, in the B&H plant restart review teams, and in the 
B&W generic small break LOCA analysis review team. 

Because of these other higher priority activities for the OLB staff, 
operator license examinations were suspended on PWR reactor plants as of 
April 9. 1979. Resurnption.of examinations will occur upon c~~pletion 
of the PWR plant bulletin response, review of revisions of operating 
procedures at operating plants, and review ~-r ·:he training associated 
with the bulletin response. 

The most significant assessment so far of the longer term implications of 
TMI-2 for operator licensing and training was that done in connection with 
Section 4 of NUREG-0560 (enclosed)*. Based upon this preliminary work certain 
recommendations have been made by the staff in Section 8 of NUREG-0560. . 
Included is a recommendation for better operator training including better 
utilization of simulators to track events that 1) lead to the formation 
of voids; 2) lead to long term natural circulation cooling; and 3) include 
effects of equipment failure and plant system misalignment. The need to. 
better develop more effective procedures to cope with transients and accidents 
is 'also recommended . In this regard, the procedures would address system 

. type failure modes to give the operator more guidance to assist in decision 
making. 

•Staff Report on the Generic Assessment of Feed~ater iransients in 
Pressuri :zed Hater Reactors Designed by the Babcock & Wilcox Co:::pany. 
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A significant consideration that comes from the TMI-2 accident is the 
need to provide operators with the capability to function in a more 
decisive and effective manner. That is, there should be better prepa
ration of operators as effective agents in transient and accident mitiga
tion. While training improvements will help, training alone will probably 
not provide the capability ultimately desirable. · On-line diagnostic 
aids, such as computer based systems. might be an important factor in 
providing the operator with better ability to diagnose rapidly developing 
accident situations. These possibilities and the recommendations in 
NUREG-0560 witt be evaluated by the NRR lessons learned task force and 
actions will be initiated on the higher priority, most promising areas when 
such evaluation has been completed, perhaps within the next month. In this 
context, it is important to note the draft report dated ~~Y 11, 1979 to 
Senator Richard Schweiker on NRC's operator licensing program that has been 
prepared by the GAO. The Office of Inspector and Audit is coordinating NRC's 
response to this report. Our Office will have the bulk of the input to 
answering the quest ions raised by ~0. but our work on this project is only 
now beginning, subject to t he resource commitments to higher priority work. 
described above. The lessons learned task force wi tt coordinate this 
effort with the plan for near te~ and long te~ actions fn the operator 
training area. 

During the conduct of its investigation, the ~0 representatives were advised 
by personnel i n the Office of Nuclear Regula~ory Kesearch of two studies 
sponsored by the Pro~abilistic ~ssessment Branch of RES. One study, con
tracted to the Io~~ State University, involves use of pro~bilistic analysis 
nethods to eval~~te licensee event reports that involved h~an error. The 
second study, contracted to Sandia Labs, invol\'es use of probabilistic · 
analysis in hum!n factors analysis. !t is possible t hat results fro."ll either 
of t hese studies ~!y iead to consideration of changes in operator training 
and licensing require~ents just as they may lead to considerations of changes 
in syste~ design, control syste~s. testing or procedural requirements. 

To summarize, t here are several significant activities ~resently underway 
relating to operator training and licensing that involve a large fraction 
of l:rtC's expertise in this area. ihe activities are as follows: 

1. All licensed personnel from S&~ plants are undergoing training on 
the S&~ simulator on the TMI-2 accident secuence. Included in the 

• training are: 

a. Simulation of the response of ins~r~ents ~urin~ the T~i-2 accident. 
b. iraining on loss of off-site AC power with acco~~anying nat ural 

circulation. 
c. Rec~very of ~ressurizer ?ressure and level foilcwing saturation 

in the reactor coolant looDs. 
d. Revie,.; cf act i ons reou'ired by ~he lt Builetins concernir.g i !·:I-2. 
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2. All PWR licensed personnel have completed training required in IE 
Bulletin 79-06A and 79-068, Review of Operational Errors and System 
Misalianments Identified During the Three Mile Island Incident, dated 
April 14 and lB, 1979, which included: 

a. Understanding the seriousness of blocking auxiliary feedwater 
trains, apparent operational errors and analysis of the TMI-2 
accident. 

b. Instruction not to override automatic actions of engineered safety 
features. 

c. Review of operator actions and revised procedures to assure, for 
accident conditions, that there exist core flow and a heat sink 
with sufficient coolant inventory and that the primary and 
secondary systems are intact .• 

3. A meeting was held in Bethesda, April 13. 1979. with managers of the 
simulator training centers, simulator vendors. and representatives of 
consultant firms to discuss simulator training and the TMI-2 accident. 
The training center personnel were instructed to develop the following 
capabilities for reactor simulators: 

a. Modelling saturation conditions in primary loops to provide 
training on how to avoid and how to regain pressure and level 
in pressurizers in the event of saturation in ,,e loops. 

b. Training to include an operating review of the safety systems and 
central parameters following re-initialization of the simulator 
during training exercises. 

c. Providing multiple failure accident training. including incorrect 
instr~ent responses. 

d. Providing training for both active and passive failure of Engineered 
Safety Feature Components. 

e. Providing training on natu·11 circulation operation under solid 
water conditions. 

(. Preparation of the response to a memorandum from Samuel J. Chilk to 
lee V. Gossick. Commission Briefinq on Procedures for OualifyinT 
Reactor Ooerators. dated April 30. 1979. which included the fol owing: 

a. lnvestiaation of simulator use under accident conditions in FAA. 
NASA and c~~ercial airlines. · 

• b. A statistical profile of the licensed operator and senior operator 
based on experience. age and salary as co~pared to the profiles 
in other regulated industries such as air traffic controllers and 
commercial airline pilots. 

c. A dete~inati on of the n~ber of nuclear plant superintendents and 
ass i stant su~er i ntendents who have held licenses or who currently 
are l icensed by the NRC . 
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d. Providing information on facility ·requalifications examinations and 
retraining. This information is being supplied by IE. 

e. A review of the Navy nuclear tr~ining and examination program and 
a comparison to the NRC program. 

cc: L. V. Gossick 
H. ·R. Denton 
E. G. Case 
R. S. Boyd 
D. Skovholt 
P. Collins 
V. Stello 
R. L. Tedesco 

10<~)~ 
Roger J. ~tson; Director 
Division of Systems Safety 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

(OPE NOTE : Enclosure deleted) 
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